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CORRECTION

THE PRECEDING DOCUMENTS HAVE BEEN REPHOTOGRAPHED TO ASSURE LEGIBILITY
Conditions Improving in Philippines: Coven

"There's no reason for them to get along nicely in the Philippines," said Mr. Coven, "because taxes have helped the Philippines armed forces has increased in conditions in the Philippines." He went on to say, "They're helping themselves."

Defense Training Council

The formation of a Defense Training Council to aid in the training of personnel in industry was announced by Mr. Coven, director of the Defense Industry program. The council will be composed of representatives from all the major defense industries in the country. It will coordinate the training of personnel in industry and will be responsible for the development of new training methods.

Marshall asks Funds for New T.H. Projects

WASHINGTON — Secretary of State Marshall has asked for $6,000,000 for the construction of new projects in Hawaii, the Philippines, and the Pacific area. The funds will be used to finance construction work at Hickam Air Force Base, the Philippine military, and the Guam military.

Commission on the Pacific

The commission, established last year, has now completed its work. It has recommended that the Pacific area be divided into three military zones — the North Pacific, the Central Pacific, and the South Pacific. The commission has also recommended that a new military base be built in the Philippine islands.

Six Weeks of This

The Mayor's administrative assistant, Mr. Whipple, has been besieged with requests to identify these "belligerents." He has been asked to identify "belligerents in North Korea," "belligerents in South Korea," and "belligerents in China.

NEW PEACE BID BY RUSSIA

Propose UN, North Korea's Cheeset

"The United States has been asked to mediate in the current conflict in Korea," said Mr. Coven. "We have offered to mediate, but the North Koreans have refused."

The ambassadors to the United Nations from Russia and China are expected to meet this week to discuss the current situation in Korea.

Mr. Itagaki was caught in the middle of a political battle, as he was asked to resign by Governor Oren McCall. Mr. Itagaki explained that his turn-down of the governor's request was due to the pressure of political reasons.

Russia on Saturday proposed peace negotiations between the United States and Red China, but there was no immediate response.

The question of how Russia could present itself to the world is being debated in the United States. Some experts believe that Russia should present itself as a peace-loving nation, while others believe that Russia should present itself as a power that cannot be underestimated.

Summary of Hawaii projects:

- $12,155,200 for the construction of a new naval supply center in Hawaii.
- $25,522,400 for the construction of a new air force base in Guam.
- $1,772,000 for the construction of a new military base in the Philippines.

The Supreme Commander paid a visit to the Kornadel valley on the Mainland. He was accompanied by Field Marshal Douglas MacArthur, the Supreme Commander of the Allied Forces in the Pacific.

Military agents will screen the passengers at the airport. Some of the passengers are expected to be Keya Fangs and some Huks. They are expected to be screened at the airport to prevent them from entering the United States.

The government has adopted a resolution asking that headquarters yesterday.

Mr. Itagaki was caught in the middle of a political battle, as he was asked to resign by Governor Oren McCall. Mr. Itagaki explained that his turn-down of the governor's request was due to the pressure of political reasons.

The Happy with "GINNIE"
The ambassador is en route to Hawaii. He has been asked by Mr. Cowen, the director of the Defense Industry program, to give a press conference in Hawaii. The ambassador is expected to give a press conference in Hawaii on Wednesday.

In the Philippines:

Mr. Whipple has been asked to identify the "belligerents." He has been asked to identify "belligerents in North Korea," "belligerents in South Korea," and "belligerents in China.

"IF MR. LONG had been "If Mr. Long had been appointed to the post vacated by the Secretary of Defense, the United States would have a united front in the Pacific."

The new post is expected to be filled by a representative of the United States. The representative is expected to be chosen from among the candidates on the list of candidates presented by the U.S. Department of State.

Military agents will screen the passengers at the airport. Some of the passengers are expected to be Keya Fangs and some Huks. They are expected to be screened at the airport to prevent them from entering the United States.

The government has adopted a resolution asking that headquarters yesterday.
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In the Philippines:

Mr. Whipple has been asked to identify the "belligerents." He has been asked to identify "belligerents in North Korea," "belligerents in South Korea," and "belligerents in China."
The story now can be told of the mutual agreement by the United States government to Asia and the Far East, with respect to the Philippines, that Filipino President Quezon has signed the U.S.-Japan agreement.

For President-elect Harry S. Truman of the United States to arrive in Asia, with full justification and international recognition, and for President Quezon to sign the U.S.-Japan agreement on May 15, 1945, the immediate aftermath of World War II, the United States and the Philippines have agreed to establish a new economic and political cooperation program, to be known as the U.S.-Japan Economic and Cultural Agreement (ECA).

The ECA program is designed to promote mutual understanding and cooperation between the two countries, to foster economic development and trade, and to strengthen the economic relationship between the United States and the Philippines.

The ECA program is expected to provide assistance in the form of grants, loans, and technical assistance, and to support the development of infrastructure, education, health, and other public services.

The ECA program is also expected to contribute to the economic growth of the Philippines, and to help create jobs and reduce poverty.

The ECA program is a significant step in the modernization of the Philippines, and is expected to benefit the Filipino people in the long run.
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SOCIAL NEWS NOTES

By Genoveve Rosso

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 27

RULING bb, the head of a new group said Tuesday.

"... We feel that the services we offer will be welcomed by the community." said the group's leader.

The group was formed last Sunday and will be continued through the week.

The group plans to hold meetings on a regular basis, every Wednesday.

The group's main objectives are to provide social services and community development.

Meeting地点

Meeting地点

Miss Beverly Busby of Washington, D.C.

Her daughter, Joanne Marie, age 2.

Died: Andy Leonard Lowery, of Honolulu, T. H.

He was buried with full military honors.

The family is planning a memorial service on Saturday.

The family would like to thank everyone for their kind words and support.

The family is also planning a fundraiser to help raise money for Andy's family.

140 KAPOLANU BLVD.

APPLIANCE DEPARTMENT

Phone 7077

Have a Coke!

Since you asked... does any of your friends have a cup of Coca-Cola with you right now, helping to make your day special? Join the fun and make a Coke a part of your daily routine. 

The perfect refreshment for any occasion.

Have the feel of real refreshment.

BENDIX America's No. 1

KABABAN: PRICIO

109 PER CENT AUTOMATIC SI TRUCK ECONOMO by KABABAN

Built and operated by KABABAN for Hawaii's apparel manufacturers, 109 per cent automatic SI truck economy will make your company competitive with the larger manufacturers.

Order your SI truck today. Call 972-4021 or drop in at our factory, 1500 Market Stree, Honolulu.

The price includes all parts and accessories except leather and tires.

The SI truck is available in various sizes, including the 109, 120, and 140 models.

The SI truck is built to your specifications, allowing you to choose the best size for your needs.

The SI truck is equipped with advanced technology, ensuring durability and long-term performance.

The SI truck is designed for efficiency, offering significant cost savings to businesses.

The SI truck is user-friendly, with easy-to-use controls and a comfortable driving experience.

The SI truck is environmentally friendly, with low emissions and reduced fuel consumption.

The SI truck is ideal for a wide range of industries, including manufacturing, retail, and transportation.

The SI truck is backed by exceptional customer service, with a dedicated team to support you throughout the process.

The SI truck is available from KABABAN, the leading manufacturer and distributor.

Order your SI truck today, and experience the difference for yourself. Call 972-4021 or visit our factory today.
HAWAII'S FILAMERICAN TRIBUNE, 1562 Nuuanu Ave. Telephone 59158 Honolulu 52, T. H.
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THREE-ROUND BOUTS SCHEDULED AT TUESDAY NIGHT MATCHES

B橐t tournament matches will pit Petersen against Terry Friday night. June

FLY TO MAINLAND OVER

110% REDUCTION ON ROUND TRIP

PHONE FOR INFORMATION

AIRWAYS TRAVEL SERVICE

222 MAPUANA BUILDING

\( \text{Ph. 87351} \)

\( \text{Ph. 52712} \)

TUNGALI DABBI

Agonising and his Swing Orchestra present a ballad medley. Dabbi has the best voice of the night. June

ORCHID BALLROOM

Asa Lewis & Sisters at

Kaanapali, Maui

TRY... SAVE... THIS RECEIPT FOR A

Delightful GUAVA TREAT

SHERRY'S

GUAVADAY

MAKING STRIDES

in golf at KONA

Two outstanding performances were recorded in the recent golf tournament.

Polo for the Shrine

An especially entertaining and enjoyable combination of polo and music is

On sale at your neighborhood grocers

IN HAWAII... ONLY NUANU MEMORIAL PARK

can offer All these facilities:

MONUMENT CEMETERY CEREMONY

All at one convenient location near main avenues.

NUANU MEMORIAL PARK

IN HAWAII... ONLY NUANU MEMORIAL PARK

Scar: Health Company puts on extravaganza.

SANDERS NEXT REVIES IN THIRD TEN-ROUND

ACUTA BEATS GUDGA

Annica continued to work

in the third round to

get to the point where her

opponent had to make a

real effort to hold on.

Limited Cheng, 155 pounds,

was down for nine counts in

the second round and

refused to go on.

TITICHA BLANKS, 100 lbs.

La Pearl, 141 1/2 pounds,

had two good teams. And the way they proceeded to run over

the Braves are tied for the fifth rung in loop standings.

Biggest upset

in baseball when Nishita fires 'em Sunday, and in Matsuoka, a great

One advantage

Maters will have over his opponents. He has a better team behind him.

The Asahi nine is the current league leader in the HBL while

the Braves are tied for the fifth rung in loop standings.

In that memorable contest, Funk lost the game, 1-0, when Jim

Jenner fires in the last out of the 9th inning game. No other man reached base on Funk while several

attempts at batting were made by Lafleur, Arakawa and others.

In competition most people consider minor, the riflery title went

to St. Louis; the golf diadem to Kaimuki and the tennis bunting

are televised while PC games are going on which has kept fans at

home watching television. TV's
two thrills on the other hand, were the baseball and polo games.

The Honolulu Star-Bulletin is a sort of baseball newspaper.

We expect a record crowd to greet him at the stadium.
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Half-Fare Family Plan
Full Family Service

Head of the family pays full fare for himself, wife, and three children under 12 and 21 years of age.

- Pay only HALF-FARE for the first 2 children 2-11 and 12-21 years of age.
- Pay full fare for all children 12 to 21 years of age.
- Free all children 12 to 21 years of age on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays.

Think of your family...and FLY HAWAIIAN

HAWAIIAN AIRLINES
Hawaii's Oldest and Most Experienced Airline